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Competition among businesses receives an 

abundance of attention in the study of organizations.  

Evolutionary approaches to explaining organizational 

change examine survival rates among populations 

and communities using the mechanisms of variation, 

selection, retention, and the struggle for scarce 

resources (Campbell, 1969).   Similar to evolution 

within biology, organizations that fit the best within 

the changing environment are able to survive.  A 

common question investigated in business 

organization literature relates to whether 

organizations can learn fast enough and enact change 

through adaptation in order to survive in a 

competitive population, or does the environment 

simply select organizations based on fit? 

To begin to answering this question, we 

should first contemplate how environments change.  

Market forces, for example, are created by individual 

organizations making decisions that impact supply 

and demand.  Regardless of how collaborative these 

organizations are when acting on these decisions, 

they are inevitably involved in shaping their 

environment.   I argue that cooperation, an antonym 

for competition, needs just as much attention to 

understand organizational change.  I build on 

Hawley’s (1986) work that examines the 

interdependence among organizations to form larger 

systems.  Through symbiosis and commensalism, 

these organizations enact change.  Collective action 

within a population has been said to either blunt or 

enhance the impact of selection pressures in 

evolution (Aldrich & Ruef, 2006).    

In this essay I will share my observations of 

the NuLu neighborhood in Louisville, Kentucky.  I 

propose that such collective action can be taken by 

individual actors and organizations to create an 

environment suitable for the emergence of new 

organizations.  I will give a historical description of 

the significant changes experienced within this 

community, within just a few decades, through 

interviews with business owners operating on East 

Market Street.  I review the literature and propose a 

new level of analysis for studying organizations via 

an evolutionary approach based on observations from 

this case study inquiry.  I conclude with the 

limitations of this work and offer suggestions for 

future directions for examining communities in 

organizational research. 

 

My NuLu Story 

I must preface this section with the 

disclaimer that I am a new resident near the NuLu 

neighborhood, having moved to Butchertown in July 

of 2011.  Prior to this, I lived on campus at the 

University of Louisville for a year after spending 5 

years in San Francisco and Los Angeles.  I chose to 

live in Butchertown for three reasons: 1) Established 

friendships with its residents; 2) an urban lifestyle 

similar to my past neighborhoods that was not 

available elsewhere in Louisville to my knowledge; 

and 3) Butchertown was the home of Thomas Edison, 

and as a student of entrepreneurship, this historical 

neighborhood seemed fitting. 

My curiosity about this district was 

immediate.  There was a deliberate attempt to 

preserve historic buildings while introducing subtle 

technological upgrades whenever possible.  The look 

and feel of the neighborhood is very unique 

compared to the rest of Louisville.  This distinction 

stems from the bricks used as interior and exterior 

facades of the buildings characteristic of the culture 

of the residents and business owners.  The original 

buildings found on E. Market Street were historically 

designed to house a shop on the 1
st
 floor and the 

proprietor’s family on the two floors above.   

Many decades have transpired since this 

lifestyle, yet in the modern day, business owners in 

NuLu are reverting back to this original design of the 

buildings and buying buildings to both live in and 

operate their businesses.  As I socialized with these 

people in my first year in Louisville, I noticed that 

deeper distinctions existed in this community that 

was unlike other cities and countries I have lived in 

previously.  There was a natural collaborative spirit 

among business owners despite being in direct 

competition with one other.  These business owners 

often would dine together in each others’ restaurants 

and many business owners graciously helped others 

out when needed.   



A staple of the neighborhood, Please & 

Thank You, dually exists as a record store and a café 

to share two passions of the married couple that owns 

it.  The use of an iPad as a cash register in the same 

store that sells vintage vinyl records symbolizes the 

dichotomy that defines the neighborhood.  Each day 

in this café, meetings are held among entrepreneurs, 

designers, and other neighborhood stakeholders in an 

open air discussion begging for improvised dialogue 

from outsiders within earshot.  In this store, other 

restaurant owners and entrepreneurs remodeling 

neighborhood buildings all have “tabs” with the 

owner which are settled in the future through barter 

and trade.  As those entrepreneurs progress in their 

own businesses, they remain loyal to the café.  

Monthly events are created, such as the “Flea Off 

Market” in a collaborative effort by the business 

community.  Even restaurants that have not yet 

launched, such as Rye or Decca, exhibit their 

culinary talents at booths next to each other.  

Fundraisers in the district invite all the businesses to 

sponsor and cater various events so as to offer variety 

to those attending as well as opportunities for the 

business owners.   

Within 6 months of my move to NuLu, 5 

restaurants opened within a 3 block walking distance 

from my house to add to the 60 businesses in the 

district.  Not once did I get the impression that any of 

these businesses were in competition with one 

another.  As the neighborhood kept growing, I sought 

to find answers to the burning question regarding 

whether or not this growth could be sustainable, and 

what historical events had taken place to create such 

a culture.  Thanks to a doctoral seminar with visiting 

professor Dr. Howard Aldrich at the University of 

Louisville, I was offered a sociological lens to 

examine this phenomenon using Evolutionary Theory 

and Community Ecology.  Using the relations 

between organizations as the unit of analysis, I 

initiated a qualitative pilot study to understand this 

emergence.  

Interviews 

I met with several business leaders in the 

community, individually, for about an hour, asking 

simple questions so as to understand how NuLu was 

created, how it’s been able to grow, and to predict 

what might happen in the future.  The purpose of this 

essay is not to examine the interviewees’ individual 

reflections; but rather to show how each interviewee 

offered new perspectives into what has shaped my 

perspective about NuLu.   

 

Key Environmental Changes 

It became apparent that environmental 

changes needed to happen before NuLu could 

emerge.  The first change was outside the control of 

anyone in Louisville and involved the demolition of a 

housing project called Clarksdale.  It was funded by a 

federal grant and several people I interviewed 

admitted that without this event, NuLu would not 

have formed as it did.  Following this, a collaborative 

effort took place led by Gill Holland to save a block 

of historic buildings on E. Market while helping to 

relocate a homeless shelter (Wayside).  Gill moved to 

Louisville with his wife Augusta from New York 

City and together they purchased and renovated the 

Green Building, a historic landmark.   The project 

implemented the latest sustainable technologies and 

was the first commercial LEED platinum certified 

building in town.  After getting notice that the 

building being occupied by Wayside were to be 

demolished, investors came together and made a 

multi-million dollar deal to preserve the row of 

historic buildings while providing an attractive 

alternative to the homeless shelter by funding their 

move to a facility further south in the city on 

Broadway.  The third change was the relocation of 

young entrepreneurs from outside Louisville to 

NuLu, thanks to the affordable rents offered by 

landlords to encourage immediate growth of dozens 

of new “mom and pop” businesses.  This created 

hundreds of new jobs in the neighborhood.  Young 

business owners transplanting to Louisville was 

mentioned in several of the interviews as a reason 

why the neighborhood took off.  One explanation that 

was suggested was that new business owners from 

outside of Louisville didn’t know about the past 

stigma of the East Market area, and instead only 

envisioned possibilities for the future.  The 

generosity of the landlords and unique resources they 

could provide allowed these businesses to open 

quickly with less capital than they would have 

needed in other areas.   

The East Market District had an inherent 

advantage for business emergence because of the low 

cost options, however, cultural changes needed to 

take place to allow customers to feel safe in the area 

and to give opportunities to new, young 

entrepreneurs to start businesses.  This was a 

combination of external environmental change 

through policy, and collective action from local 

residents and investors.   Freeman & Audia (2006) 

write about how local communities provide 

constraints as well as access to resources and power.  

In this case, the addition of a visionary with excess 

capital provided the spark for collective action that 



the neighborhood had waited for years to take place.  

On speaking with a 30- year resident, I was informed 

that changes had been taking place in the area before 

Gill moved there from New York City.  “People were 

investing their last dimes into property” to rebuild the 

neighborhood, despite the close proximity of a 

homeless shelter (Wayside).  “The problem wasn’t 

homeless people, it was the drunks” he continued.  

When Wayside gave notice that the 150- year old 

buildings were to be torn down and rebuilt to 

accommodate the expanding homeless population, 

the neighborhood responded.  Gill’s presence and 

recent work with preserving the Green Building 

served as a catalyst.    

Shortly after several buildings were 

purchased, landlords began renovating and leasing 

the spaces to new businesses.  Sidewalk signs became 

common, and retro styled logos to resemble the 

historic theme were carefully painted on the sides of 

the buildings. Critical mass was needed to spur 

growth in addition to this community isomorphism.  

Landlords recognized that 30,000 cars would drive 

down the street daily, but most were frightened to 

stop.  Local politicians started hosting fundraising 

events at the Green Building, and having expensive 

cars parked on the street was a symbolic change that 

signaled to the outside communities it was safe to 

stop and visit the emerging shops on East Market.  

This possibly created legitimacy needed by the 

neighborhood. 

In addition, the landlords became very 

selective of the tenants.  Affordable deals were 

offered to entrepreneurs that the landlords believed 

in, and unique resources were provided, such as 

architecture and construction support.  For instance, 

one landlord was able to pour concrete for his tenants 

using his construction company at no charge to help 

them reduce start up fees.  This altruistic culture 

spread quickly to new landlords.  The interviews 

suggest that because the economy was in a deep 

recession, they cooperated with each other to find 

solutions.   In addition, each business owner was a 

local resident, and there were social ties that pre-

existed before deals were made.  With low absentee 

ownership of businesses, more customer-oriented 

approaches and community interdependent was 

established (Freeman & Audia, 2006).  Social 

cohesion was found to reinforce geographical identity 

and provide survival advantages to historic 

populations in Ingram and Lifschitz’s (2005) study. 

 

 

Commensalism and Symbiosis 

NuLu is contained within a very small 

geographical space along East Market Street.  The 

businesses that reside on this street face competition 

in very close proximity, especially the restaurants 

(The exception is a recently opened barber shop). 

Studies have shown that businesses that are 

positioned in close geographical space tend to limit 

the negative consequences of competition (Haveman 

& Nonnemaker, 2000).  This local density may be 

one reason why such a collaborative spirit exists 

among the NuLu businesses today.  For instance, 

recently, when the power went out in the 

neighborhood, one business owner (unaffected by the 

power outage) offered to lend electricity, via an 

electrical cord, to help the neighboring business 

refrigerate their food supplies over the weekend.  It is 

common to see supplies, such as ice, being 

transported from one restaurant to another during the 

day, and sometimes even excess supplies of 

vegetables.   One only needs to turn to Twitter to 

observe frequent online conversations where these 

business owners interact with each other and promote 

each other’s products and services. 

This behavior can be further explained using 

the terms commensalism and symbiosis.  

Commensalism is interdependence between similar 

units, while symbiosis represents interdependence 

between dissimilar ones (Aldrich & Ruef, 2006). 

Commensalism leads to mutualism when businesses 

want to improve the population. Trade associations, 

such as the East Market District Association are one 

way to achieve this; however, the simple bartering 

and social favors between businesses in NuLu 

suggest alternative approaches.  The overall goal is to 

continue to attract new populations of customers to 

the district.  Ironically, through national press outlets 

such as GQ Magazine, the New York Times, Martha 

Stewart Magazine, Washington Post, and the Chicago 

Tribune, more people outside of Louisville are 

learning about NuLu faster than the local city 

population has, in some cases.   

Symbiotic relations occur when two 

populations are interdependent, but are in different 

niches (Aldrich & Ruef, 2006).  The example of 

landlords pouring concrete is one example of how 

this occurs in NuLu.  Other examples include the 

close proximity of advertising firms, architects, law 

firms and supporting businesses that help keep the 

bounded neighborhood self-sustainable.  The 

restaurants and café’s offer venues for many 

professionals to meet with clients over coffee or 

lunch.  The emergence of NuLu had a spillover effect 



on a neighboring elementary school that risked being 

closed.  After the economic recovery in the region, 

politicians secured funding from the state capital in 

Frankfort, KY, to the tune of around $7 million, to 

restore the school.     

My Proposition 

Considering the three time periods covered 

in the story of NuLu leads me to the following 

proposition to offer regarding evolutionary theory for 

organizations.  The case of NuLu offers several 

environmental changes that led to growth in the 

district.  Unfortunately, my study did not explain how 

the area fell into decay and turned into a slum and 

social services area with project housing and 

homeless shelters.  However, a federal policy in the 

1990’s changed the environment drastically, creating 

the entrepreneurial opportunities that followed.  

Without this, it is highly unlikely that the collective 

action could have been taken to save the block of 

buildings owned by Wayside from being demolished, 

even with the investor involvement. 

Each major event that followed was driven 

more by individual organizations taking action to 

change the existing environment.  However, recent 

events suggest that there are limits to such collective 

action and cooperation, and external pressures, such 

as changes in bank lending, may once again impact 

the survival, disbanding, and emergence patterns in 

the neighborhood.  I propose that there is an 

equilibrium point between the effects that changes in 

an environment have on a community, and the 

changes that collective action through cooperation 

may have on the external environment.  The critical 

point in the balance, which to my knowledge is left 

out of the theory, is the motivation and support of 

landlords and other resource holders that form a layer 

between the external environment and business 

owners.  In the case of NuLu, these were the original 

investors who exploited an opportunity through 

collective action, and then shared an altruistic culture 

with an upcoming generation of business owners so 

that the entire community could prosper.  The 

investors felt the greatest impact from the change in 

external environment, and also enacted the greatest 

impact on changing the environment in this case.  

The business owners in NuLu have responded and 

been influenced by the original movement, but in my 

observations have yet to influence the type of change 

to an environment that can impact their own survival 

rates.  The investors played a direct role in impacting 

this transformation.   

Proposition: A layer exists between the 

external environment and business 

organizations, comprised of individual 

actors who invest in local resources.  Their 

collective actions are both; more influenced 

by a changing external environment, and 

more effective at enacting change in an 

external environment, than the layer of 

organizations below them. 

Future research should design methods for 

analyzing how decisions made from this group action 

impact upon the survival, disbanding, and emergence 

rates in entrepreneurship among community 

populations.  This layer may offer a new 

understanding of both “variation” and “selection” 

mechanisms within evolutionary theory.  From the 

NuLu example, investors can change the impact that 

environmental change has on organizations, and the 

impact that organizations can have back on the 

environment.  In NuLu, the investors bought land 

after dramatic environmental changes through 

collective action.  They then took measures to create 

a neighborhood style through preserving of historic 

buildings, carefully selecting young entrepreneurs 

with shared visions to be their tenants, and affordable 

prices and shared resources to allow the community 

to grow.  This collaboration is perhaps both a result 

of environmental change, and a cause of it.    
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